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YouTube for Business: Online Video Marketing for Any Business (2nd Edition) (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	YouTube’s 120 million viewers are a tempting target for any business, large or small. How can you tap into the potential of YouTube to promote your business and sell your products or services?


	 


	YouTube marketing is easy enough that any business can...
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Beginning Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
New techniques make programming easier and more fun

Discover principles and best practices that let you program in many languages

So you always thought programmers were superior beings from another galaxy? Surprise! Programming isn't all that difficult when you know how. Here's the fun and easy route to writing programs that work...
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The World Is Open: How Web Technology Is Revolutionizing EducationJossey-Bass, 2009
Whether you are a scientist on a ship in Antarctic waters or a young girl in a Philippine village, you can learn whenever and whatever you want from whomever you are interested in learning it from.
    As technologies have become more available, even in the most remote reaches of the world, and as more people contribute a wealth of online...
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Bringing Out the Best in Everyone You Coach: Use the Enneagram System for Exceptional ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
“Clearly written, well organized, and practical, we predict this will quickly become the ‘standard’ Enneagram coaching book for years to come.”

Don Richard Riso and Russ Hudson, bestselling authors of Personality Types and The Wisdom of the Enneagram

 

Create powerful...
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Microsoft Office Professional 2013 for Touch Devices Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Learn the simplest ways to get things done with Microsoft® Office 2013 for Tablets

	
		Get the full-color, visual guide that makes learning Microsoft Office 2013 on your touch-enabled devices plain and simple! Follow the book’s easy steps and screenshots and clear, concise language to learn the simplest ways to get...
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Using Visual C++ 6Que, 1998
Using Visual C++ 6 provides a thorough tour of the essential features of Visual C++ 6 with plenty of hands-on programming examples. It's a good guide for any beginning or intermediate C++ programmer who wants to get a handle on Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) and the new Visual C++.
 The order of material in Using Visual C++...
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Office 2008 for Macintosh: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2008
 Still the top-selling software suite for Mac users, Microsoft Office has been improved and enhanced to take advantage of the latest Mac OS X features. You'll find lots of new features in Office 2008 for Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Entourage, but not a page of printed instructions to guide you through the changes. ...
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Photoshop CS3 Layers BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Get the most out of Photoshop Layers with this in-depth guide
 Creative professionals know how to tap Photoshop CS3's Layers to achieve spectacular results, and now you can learn their secrets in this comprehensive book. How do you combine layers and masks? What's the best way to work with Web images? From the newest CS3...
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WordPress: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Whether you’re a budding blogger or seasoned Web designer, WordPress is a brilliant tool for creating websites, once you know how to tap its impressive features. The latest edition of this jargon-free Missing Manual shows you how to use WordPress 3.9’s themes, widgets, plug-ins, and souped-up editing and multimedia tools...
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Programming Collective Intelligence: Building Smart Web 2.0 ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2007

	Want to tap the power behind search rankings, product recommendations, social bookmarking, and online matchmaking? This fascinating book demonstrates how you can build Web 2.0 applications to mine the enormous amount of data created by people on the Internet. With the sophisticated algorithms in this book, you can write smart programs to...
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The Digital Handshake: Seven Proven Strategies to Grow Your Business Using Social MediaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Practical applications for using social media to boost your business

Even today’s most successful businesses are seeing shrinking returns on their advertising and marketing dollars. The Digital Handshake explains why advertising and marketing are losing their effectiveness and how to solve the problem...
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Pauline Frommer's Ireland (Pauline Frommer Guides)Frommers, 2009
Spend less, see more. This is the philosophy behind Pauline Frommer s guides. Written by travel expert Pauline Frommer (who is also the daughter of Arthur Frommer), and her team of hand-picked writers, these guides show how to truly experience a culture, meet locals, and save money along the way.
 With Pauline Frommer's Ireland you'll:...
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